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• Reduce greenhouse gas emission
• Reduce usage of natural resources
• Waste heat recovery
Primary
• Improve process economy
Secondary
Global Growth Rate in Dairy Industry 































Before 2015 After 2015
Prominent milk deficiency countries
Prominent milk Surplus countries
USA, Germany, New Zealand, 
France, Australia, Ireland
Italy, Mexico, Algeria, 
Indonesia, Russian Federation
Ref.: www.fao.org 
Scenario of  Indian Dairy Industry

























India is the second largest country in milk consumption, estimated 129.2 MT per year.
• Pasteurization, Drying & Condensing of 
milk powder.Steam
• Drying & Condensing of milk powder. HSD
• Milk storage, Milk separation.Electricity





STEAM HSD ELECTRICITY OTHERS
Plant Description
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Plant Description
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Evaporative Condenser Boiler System
Heating and Cooling Demand
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Existing System and Energy Flow





























































Heat rejected by the condenser












































Ambient Temp. & Milk Handled
Proposed System
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Parameters 
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Variable Value/Range
Evaporator temperature 20°C
Gascooler outlet temperature 35 to 39°C
Gascooler outlet pressure 8 to 12 MPa
Ground water temperature 25°C to 29°C
Isentropic efficiency of compressor 70%
Approach temperature 10°C
Performance Evaluation
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• Approximately 37 KW h-1 heat is recovered.
• Ground water usage for evaporative cooling saved.
• Total electricity consumption increased.
• Overall coal consumption reduced. 
• CO2 emission reduced.
• Overall cost of energy reduced. 
Overall Impact
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